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?
NOT ALL MATCHES ARE MADE IN HEAVEN

Have you been thinking about  

firing your public relations firm?

u Maybe you’re not enjoying as much earned  

media coverage and other results as you did  

at the beginning of the relationship. 

u Maybe you’re not receiving or sensing the  

same attention, progress and updates from  

your PR team.

u Maybe it’s the chemistry, or maybe you just can’t 

pinpoint exactly why you’re not happy with your 

public relations firm.

Media coverage is critical to 

promoting your brand and 

increasing your sales. It follows, 

then, that a bad relationship 

with your public relations firm 

could directly impact your sales 

and your company’s earnings.

Your relationship 

with your PR firm 

is critical to your 

success in earning 

media coverage. 
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WHAT TO DO FIRST 

Give it enough time.

If you haven’t been with your PR firm for more than 

90–180 days, it may be premature to have concerns. 

It can take 90 days just to  
develop initial results and  
establish chemistry. 

The PR pros’ ideas, relationships 

and know-how are the reason 

you hired them. You need 

them and they need you. Give 

the team that you found to be 

the best the opportunity to do 

its job.

Give it enough time. 

You are merging 

two cultures into 

one initiative.
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WHAT SHOULD YOU EXPECT IN THE FIRST 90–180 DAYS?

If you feel you’re not headed in the right direction, 

if the chemistry between you and your PR firm is not 

there and results aren’t beginning to show or if you 

don’t sense momentum building on your behalf, you 

should feel concerned.

PR is a long-term endeavor. 

Ideally, your PR firm should have 

a structured plan for the first four 

to six months of its relationship 

with your company. You should 

know from the beginning what 

to expect after 30 days, 90 days, 

120 days and 180 days.

Know the plan. 

Have expectations.
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Days 1–30: Discovery

At Axia, we recommend a 30-day discovery period 

where the firm should learn all it can about your 

company, your unique features, your competition, 

your target audience, etc. 

During this time, you and your 

PR team should collaborate on a 

custom PR plan. Your PR firm 

should comb editorial calendars 

and develop national and 

industry media lists. Its staff 

should also write the first news 

release(s), develop key messages, 

provide spokesperson training 

and prepare initial public 

relations deliverables like a 

media kit, media policy and   

other counsel and deliverables.

• Media lists

• Write releases

• Develop messages

• Training

• Media kit

• Media policy
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Days 1–120: Implementation Phase

Your PR firm shouldn’t wait 

30  days to kick-start the PR 

campaign. It should immediately 

start responding to identified  

and developed news opportunities. 

These include writing news releases and pitching, 

pitching and more pitching. If you hired the firm to 

seek awards, accolades and endorsements for your 

company, or to book speaking engagements for your 

representatives, its staff should begin those processes 

immediately. 

If you opt to have the PR firm provide crisis 

communications and social media support, it should 

implement those plans very early, as well.

Start the PR on 

Day 1 – no waiting 

period.
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Days 90–120: Evaluation Phase

Begin the evaluation process. You and your PR 

firm should mutually review the experience and 

corresponding results and recommend the next 

action steps and the corresponding budget for the 

subsequent 12–36 months.

Evaluate the team and communicate  
detailed expectations.

At Axia, sometimes we initially suggest less 

investment, and sometimes we recommend more. 

Most of the time, we find that the initial budget is 

just right.
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EXPRESS DISSATISFACTION

Don’t let your PR firm’s firing come as a surprise. 

Call your point of contact at the firm and set up 

an in-person meeting. Be prepared to lay out your 

expectations and detail the specific actions or results 

that you are not seeing.

If you’re dissatisfied  
with your public relations  
people, tell them! 
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Share your expectations. Be specific.

It could be that, although the focus has become lax, 

this firm is still the best PR firm for your company.

Airing your expectations will give the firm an 

opportunity to respond by generating new ideas, 

setting up interviews and jump-starting results – 

including earned media coverage. 

Don’t just mention something casually and think 

you’ve gotten your message across. Be specific and 

follow up with a detailed email to ensure the firm 

addresses your priorities.
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SET MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES
If your public relations firm didn’t set measurable 

objectives at the beginning of your relationship, it’s 

time to request them.

Make sure you and your firm  
come to an agreement on what  
it should accomplish. 

Ask your PR firm for the results 

you should expect in 30 days. 

After those 30 days pass, call a 

meeting with the public relations 

firm to review the results (or lack 

thereof).

Agree upon  

30-day objectives.
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What are examples of objectives a PR firm  

provides?

The actual objectives should be tailored to your 

company’s goals, but they must be both quantifiable 

and tied to a timeline – e.g. 24 news releases in the 

next 12 months, or reach a million consumers during 

the campaign.

Some sample objectives include:

❯ Increased awareness of your brand and its 

experienced management team, as well as its 

unique capabilities, solutions and services

❯ Increased interest among prospective clients as 

well as prospective employment candidates

❯ Increased traffic to your company’s website

❯ Increased visibility and credibility for your 

company in its target industries and geographic 

markets

❯ Positively positioning your brand as a great place 

to find top-quality products or services
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❯ Positively positioning your business as a caring 

company and a great place for top candidates to 

work

Sample measures of success

You could measure your firm’s progress toward the 

objectives by:

❯ Quantifying the total audience that the public 

relations campaign reaches nationally

❯ Quantifying the number and value of stories 

focusing on your company nationally

❯ Quantifying the number of stories mentioning 

your company during a set time frame

❯ Quantifying the number of times your 

spokesperson is quoted in the news

❯ Using a third-party media-monitoring service 

to measure the amount of national news 

media coverage compared to advertising rate 

equivalencies
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ALERT SENIOR LEADERSHIP

Go straight to the top. 

If what you’ve done so far hasn’t worked or you’ve 

only seen a short-term impact, it’s time to call the firm’s 

boss on the carpet. Meet with the public relations 

firm’s branch manager, owner, principal or president – 

whoever is in charge. Get the firm’s senior leadership 

involved. Let them know that your account is at risk 

and that the firm is on notice.

It’s possible the firm’s senior 

leaders weren’t aware of your 

concerns or of how serious 

they were. It’s also possible 

that by simply reassigning your 

campaign to another executive 

or another team, you might 

quickly see results. Sometimes the problem is simply 

bad chemistry between your company and the PR 

executive assigned to your account. 

Meet with the 

person in charge. 

Let him know your 

account is at risk.
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?
Don’t make the mistake of firing your firm and starting 

the whole discovery process over with a new firm when 

simply changing executives at your current firm could 

solve the problem. 

The discovery process at a new  
firm takes time. 

Will a new executive at your  
current firm solve the problem?

If it doesn’t, and if after meeting  

with the firm’s senior leadership  

you still aren’t seeing results within  

30 days . . .

Fire your PR firm.
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FIRING YOUR PR FIRM

It shouldn’t come as a surprise to the team.

If you have decided to fire your public relations firm, 

take the steps that will make your attorney happy: 

❯ Review the written contract 

you currently have with your 

public relations firm for an 

opt-out or termination clause. 

What does yours say?

❯ If you are required to give 30–180 days’ written 

notice to end the relationship, this is the time to 

provide that notification.

❯ If there is no termination clause, call another 

meeting with your public relations firm’s 

principals to discuss an amicable parting. 

If you’ve followed these steps, they shouldn’t be too 

surprised – you’ve given them plenty of notice.

Review your 

contract for a 

termination clause.
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MOVING ON

Find the right public relations firm.

The next step after firing your public relations firm is to 

find the firm that can best help you earn news media 

coverage. Seek your next and best public relations 

firm by identifying firms that can offer exposure on 

the level you seek – local, regional or national.

As you explore a relationship with new firms, ask 

yourself – and them – the following questions:

❯ Does the firm have a portfolio 

with similar-sized companies 

with similar goals and 

footprints as your company?

❯ What is the firm’s focus?

❯ Is it an advertising firm posing 

as PR, or maybe an ad firm that also offers PR? 

How much of its business is public relations?  

How much of its staff is dedicated to PR?

❯ Will its senior leadership be involved with your 

account or will the sales call be the last contact 

you have with them?

Research to know 

which firm will fit 

your needs.
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❯ Is it so big that you risk getting lost in the 

shuffle?

❯ Does it represent your competitors? If so, 

how will it ensure you get the focus you 

deserve?

Once you’ve identified your next PR partner, plan 

ahead with an opt-out or termination clause in 

the contract.

Most importantly, identify mutually 

agreed-upon, measurable objectives 

and hold your public relations firm 

accountable with monthly meetings. 

It’s important to allow your PR team to 

have a voice based on its experience 

and past results. You also must allow your 

team to collaborate with you on setting these 

important expectations based on a specific 

timeline and tied to what moves your business. 

You’ll soon be on your way to outstanding media 
coverage with your new public relations firm.

Identify 

objectives and 

hold the firm 

accountable.



Jason Mudd, APR, chief executive of Axia Public 
Relations, is an award-winning public relations 
practitioner who has authored more than 250 
articles. He has appeared internationally as a 
media relations expert on ABC and NBC news 
affiliates, The Holmes Report and PR Week, as 
well as in The Sacramento Bee and The Business 
Journal, among others. PR Week named him a 
Rising Star of PR.

Reach Jason at 888-PR-FIRM-8.

Jason Mudd


